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To all SAM 600 Members and Friends
SAM 600 of Australia Newsletter, Issue # 127

November December, 2013.

Shanley Field, Wangaratta, site of the forthcoming MAAA Nationals and a history of great Oldtimer Comps in past years.

WAM Field, Wangaratta - 28th December 2013 to 2nd January 2014.
Information from Nats CD Steve Gullock 0428 464 505 or coodgiebear@bigpond.com

January 26th - Roy Robertson Trophy - D & PARCs - Cardinia - Sunday Texaco and Duration.
February 16th - Bendigo - Sunday - ½A Texaco - Duration - Climb & Glide - Texaco

2014

General meeting Haddon 9am 16th March, 2014.
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“The Thermaleer” is the official newsletter of SAM 600 of Australia, Victorian R/C Old Timers Association (SAM600) Inc .

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE:

Hi guys and gals ... Hope you all have Christmas organised .. Best wishes to all.
Our last events have been a let down because of wind .. So we will have good models for the Nats.
Hope too see many come and go.
The Radian event I hope will be fun for all.
I will be going to Wang early to get things ready.
Enjoy all you can cause tomorrow maybe wet and windy.
Thanks .. Steven Gullock.

CONTEST CO ORDINATOR'S REPORT:

I have nothing to report on the competition scene since the last Thermaleer as
both of our last competitions were cancelled due to bad weather.
We have coming up after Christmas the Australian Nationals, this year being run by
the VMAA and our President has been asked to run the old timer events at Wangaratta, lets hope for some good weather its about time we had a lucky break.
I hope that all our members are able to participate as it is a very prestigious meeting and anyone that succeeds at
this meeting is reaching the top of our class of flying.
Unfortunately I wont be there as our daughter is being married during this time and I daren’t leave home but I wish
all those that can make it all the best of luck.
Our next competition at the end of January is the Roy Robinson Memorial Trophy held at the P&DARCS field at
Pakenham and I hope this year we have all the Cohuna boys as they make up the bulk of our competitive members and
without them there we have no one to beat.
Well that’s all from me , I would like to wish all our members and their families the very best wishes and a happy and
safe CHRISTMAS
Brian Laughton
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MAAA NATIONALS 2013
(revised 9th August, 2013)
We would like to bring to your attention that the Nationals for 2013 are run by the VMAA & that SAM 600 are running the old
timer events.
You will find due to requests from SAM members that 2cc is now included & we have compressed the days so you can get home
earlier or you can take some time to go & see other events.
The Oldtimer Nationals are being run at the Wangaratta model club's field which is about a ½ hour drive south of Albury.
The REVISED schedule for these events are as follows:Saturday 28th December

Registration at the Wangaratta field.

Sunday 29th December

1/2A Texaco & Standard Duration.

Monday 30th December

Duration & ‘38 Antique.

Tuesday 31st December

Texaco & 2CC.

Wednesday 1st January

Burford & Nostalgia.

Thursday 2nd January

Free day in case of bad weather on any other day.

If we do have to postpone a day because of weather we will still have the next day’s events as per the schedule & if we can fit in
some of the postponed days events on that day we will do so.
These dates are now fixed & will not be changed again.
As we believe that most modelers will base themselves at Wangaratta I am trying to arrange a night out for all on New Year’s Eve
& would appreciate some suggestions as to what you would like.
Hoping this information is of some use to you & may enable more people to attend the Nationals if they can plan in advance.
Nationals Contest Director & SAM 600 President.
Steve Gullock.
Telephone: 0428 464 505
Email: coodgiebear@bigpond.com

HADDON - 24th November 2013

From Brian Laughton brianlaughton@dcsi.net.au

Unfortunately, for the second time in a row, our competition was cancelled,

I left my home on the Mornington Peninsula at 6 30 AM in bright sunshine and calm weather, but it didn't last long, About Dandenong it started to rain and blow and kept this up all the way to Ballarat.
On arrival it was still blowing and raining but Dave Sampson and his team of cooks had the egg and bacon sandwiches ready for us
when we arrived and under the circumstances these were a feast for us cold and hungry guys.
We all stood around the marvelous wood stove that they have up there and tried to keep warm .
About 11 am the rain started to ease off and the wind dropped a little to just below the 7 metres per second limit, but it was still
unpleasant and the clouds were very low. At this time the Ballaratt boys rang the Ballarat airport weather and found that the
ceiling was 500 feet, our duration models would have disappeared in about 10 seconds.
At about 11.30 it was decided amongst us that we should cancel the day as we didn't want to lose our models in the cloud, but we
stayed and devoured the huge hamburgers and fruit cake that were put on by the Ballarat boys. Thank you all, you do a marvelous
job.
We all left about 12.30pm and when I arrived home it was warm and calm. Maybe we should hold our competitions at my place??
I hope you have an enjoyable Christmas and all attend the Nat's and win a bucket full of trophies.
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“Fred Stebbing Memorial”
Event

1st Place

2nd Place

Champ of Champs 2013

3rd Place

No. in F/O

Roy Robinson

Progressive Points
B Laughton

30

1st

Texaco

S Gullock

K Fryer

D Grant

4

K Fryer

30

1st

Duration

B Laughton

D Grant

S Gullock

1

D Grant

19

2nd

Texaco Elec

L Baldwin

G Ryan

-

S Gullock

18

3rd

Duration Elec

G Ryan

L Baldwin

-

R Taylor

17

4th

L Clifford

15

5th

Bendigo
Duration

P Keely

R Taylor

M Heap

7

M Heap

15

5th

Duration Elec

D McCleary

R Mitchell

L Baldwin

3

P Keely

9

6th

1/2A Texaco

B Laughton

R Taylor

L Clifford

3

S Mostert

4

7th

1/2A Tex Elec

S Gullock

L Baldwin

M Heap

4

G Thomson

3

8th

Texaco

S Gullock

L Clifford

B Laughton

4

R Hicks

3

8th

Texaco Elec

R Mitchell

M Heap

D McCleary

2

R Yates

1

9th

Climb & Glide

R Mitchell

P Keely

R Fryer

-

G Gulbin

1

9th

B Laughton

1

Haddon
Texaco

S Mostert

G Thomson

Texaco Elec

L Baldwin

G Ryan

Progressive Points Elec

1

Victoria / SA State Champs

L Baldwin

31

1st

R Mitchell

18

2nd

Texaco

L Clifford

B Laughton

R Taylor

8

G Ryan

15

3rd

Texaco Elec

L Baldwin

R Mitchell

A Mayhew

3

A Mayhew

14

4th

Duration

R Taylor

K Fryer

D Grant

5

S Gullock

11

5th

Duration Elec

G Ryan

A Mayhew

L Baldwin

3

M Heap

7

6th

1/2A Texaco

L Clifford

K Fryer

D Grant

3

D McCleary

5

7th

1/2A Elec

S Gullock

A Mayhew

G Ryan

5

C Penglase

3

8th

Burford

K Fryer

S Gullock

R Taylor

5

‘38 Antique

R Taylor

B Laughton

M Heap

-

Cohuna 14th & 15th September, 2013
1/2A Texaco

B Laughton

D Grant

K Fryer

3

1/2A Electric

A Mayhew

S Gullock

L Baldwin

6

Duration

D Grant

R Hicks

K Fryer

5

Duration Elec

L Baldwin

G Ryan

R Mitchell

2

Burford

M Heap

K Fryer

B Laughton

3

Texaco

B Laughton

P Keely

K Fryer

5

Texaco Elec

L Baldwin

C Penglase

R Mitchell

4

‘38 Antique

K Fryer

M Heap

S Gullock

3

Climb&Glide

M Heap

D Grant

K Fryer

-
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Update On Some Major Changes To Our Website.
From Laurie Baldwin

At Cohuna in September, there was agreement to spend some money (and my time) on refreshing the SAM600 website (http://
www.sam600.com). I’m pleased to say “job done”. Before I go into some of the changes I think its right to acknowledge those
who have had a hand in running the site up to now. We seem to be the only SAM chapter in Australia on the web and the effort
and innovation of previous webmasters and coordinators deserves our appreciation and thanks.
For background, this update has been a joint effort. We’ve used a web development/designer specialist for creating a skeleton
for the site and that’s where the money has gone. For my part, I’ve been fleshing out the skeleton.
One of the main ideas behind the project was to focus on presenting up to date information for the would-be vintage flyer. We’ll
assume that sort of person already knows how to fly RC and put models together. So now our site lets those people find out how
they can enter the old timer world. On that basis we have a ‘noddy’s guide’ to our competitions plus some details about the more
popular models we fly. We have our calendar of events and details about where they’re held. We have the usual points of contact
and information about membership. This material isn’t intended to be an encyclopedia of old timer knowledge, more a ‘primer’ for
introducing some of the basics. It aims to answer the questions visitors often have when then come to one of our events or perhaps inspire them to come along and talk to us about how they could get started.

New SAM 600 Homepage - Clean, simple, and nice on smartphones too
I’ve deliberately left out information like where to buy bits and pieces or links to our favorite websites. I know that might be
contentious but it crosses into an area of paid and unpaid sponsorships and endorsements that can be difficult to manage. My
thinking is that we have our newsletter for selling ads and giving advice, and access to that becomes a benefit of being a member.
If we make it all public, and give it away, then there’s no need to join.
For SAM members, the site has complete copies of our current rules and a consolidated summary of where our contests are held,
including GPS coordinates to those fields. The 225/170 calculators have been transplanted and simplified.
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SAM 600 Calendar - Choose the format you want, the information is all there.
There are also a couple of new options for our calendar. As well as a downloadable pdf copy of the one that is mailed to members,
there is also a Google Calendar version. This on-line form has some nice features. You can look at different views of the calendar
and choose between month at a time, week at a time or ‘agenda’ (basically a lists of events). Clicking on an event brings up details
about location, schedule and any special arrangements. We are moving to the point where any changes to the calendar will be online almost instantly. I think the best feature is to be able to access the calendar from anywhere you have an internet connection, and on a variety of devices. You could go to the website and view it, or merge it with a calendar app that recognizes the
Google format. I have it installed on my Pad and iPhone so
it’s always at my fingertips.
Recently I talked Steve through
the process and now its loaded
on his phone (proving its not a
difficult process). You’ll find a
short summary on how to do it in
another article.
Having completed the update
there’s now a challenge to keep
it fresh. My plan is to use photos taken by Don and Graeme
and regularly change out the
ones currently being used. We
also have a few parts of the
skeleton we haven’t used so if
we can make the site more effective and useful, those opportunities are still open to us.
Finally, a disclaimer. If you find
any mistakes, especially in the
IC content, let me know. I’ll be
suitably embarrassed and contrite but fix them asap. If you
have any suggestions for
changes or additions I’m happy
to take them on board too.
Contact me at:

laurie.baldwin@internode.on.net

or Telephone:

0417 347 034.

SAM Contests - Events page highlights key features in words and pictures.
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Add SAM600’s calendar to your Smartphone or Tablet
From Laurie Baldwin
Here are some instructions for getting our event calendar on your
iPhone.
The process should be similar for other devices.
The key is knowing our calendar’s URL, http://goo.gl/yeeEYM
Step 1
Tap the “Settings” icon.
Scroll down and select “Mail, Contacts, Calendars”.
Step 2
Tap “Add Account” and select “Other”.
Step 3
Select “Add Subscribed Calendar”.
In the “Server” window, type

http://goo.gl/yeeEYM .

Click “Next”.
You don’t need to add a username or password. Save the changes.
Step 4
Open your “Calendar” app and tap “Calendars" in the upper left corner.
Tap the calendar name (sam600.cal@gmail.com) to either display or
hide SAM600 events.

iPhone - Carry our calendar everywhere

O&R ENGINE VIBRATION.
I had a Foote Westerner with a Big Port Ohlsson (side-port) up front. When I started it up, the engine ran fairly smoothly, not
much vibration, until I fine tuned the needle valve and advanced the spark for that last few rpm’s. Then it vibrated like a 'sonof-a-gun'. I really didn't think the engine and/or prop was that much out of balance. I thought maybe, because the mounting
beams on the Westerner were pretty long and stuck out in front quite a ways in order for the intake tube to clear the fuselage,
the vibration occurred when the engine rpm reached the natural beam bending frequency of the motor mounts Has anyone else
experienced this kind of problem? It may be there was not much to be done about it.
I had thought about sending the engine to someone to check it but somehow, I don't think that would solve the problem. I may
have tried it anyway. I thought to build a new fuselage and mount a Super Cyke, probably was the best solution, but a lot of work.
Ed Lamb in Bellevue, WA. edsplace2@comcast.net
Hi Ed, I have a suggestion that is not too promising… but what do you have to lose? Jim Finley, the guy who used to sell "RevUp" props, advised his customers to find out which was the heavy blade and put it away from the crank throw. Also, I once had a
real "shaker" of a SP Ohlsson 60. I was able to tame it down significantly by soldering, er, adding solder to the crescent counterbalance. You had to disassemble the engine and clean up the counterweight to
tin it. After building up the metal, you had to really check for interference
between the counterweight & the rod. If memory serves, I was able to build
up about .050-.060 on the aft face of the counterweight. I have read somewhere that you won't be able to adequately counterbalance the simple 2-stroke
engine with a cast iron piston. They weren't talking about the impossibility of
balancing out the side loads nor the second orders. They were saying that you
can't get enough metal in the counterweight to be "too much." J O'Reilly.
KSFreeflit@aol.com
George Tallent used to make up a brass counterweight improver for O&R .60s.
He attached it to the existing crank and it also helped to 'stuff' [i.e. fill unneeded air space] the case. The consensus was that it was more effective than
adding solder. Al Lidberg AALmpsnew@aol.com
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COHUNA November 9th & 10th

From Brian Laughton brianlaughton@dcsi.net.au

For those of you that didn't attend this competition you didn't miss anything. Both days were cancelled. The wind blew & blew.
The only models that took to the air were 2 Radians that flew backwards & Kevin Fryer’s Red Zephyr which will fly in any weather.
The up side was that we had two days of socializing and eating food & drink from the well equipped canteen.
Three people we were very glad to see back at the field again were Rob Taylor after a fairly long recuperation from his latest
back operation, his wife the lovely Joy back on her feet after a stomach operation and making fruit salad again (YUMMY ! thanks Joy), and Daryl McCleary looking very well again after his long stint in hospital.
The Melbourne based electric boys had only Gary Ryan turn up but we had a five man team arrive from SA for I/C, a long drive
for no flying and most of the other I/C flyers were there.
On listening to the comments passed about the recent Thermaleer the members seem very happy with the compiling work that
Ian Avery is doing - thank you Ian.
As usual we had a delicious Friday night dinner at the Bistro and Ted & Rosemary put on their lovely spit roast for us at the Motel
on Saturday night - terrific value at $22 per head.
Sorry we don't have more to report, see you all at Haddon on the 24 th November for our last comp of the year [hope we have better weather].

From Graeme Gulbin - Cohuna
bart@vic.chariot.net.au

Just a few photos from Cohuna Nov 9 and 10. Unfortunately called
off due to gusty conditions.
Below: Kevin Fryer & Brian Stebbing prepare Kevin’s Red Zephyr

to test conditions.

Right: Back after a bumpy flight.

More discussion, Brian Dowie
checks wind speed, still no good.
Below Left:

CD Brian Laughton calls it off
Sunday morning.
Below Right:
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COHUNA MODEL FLYING CLUB INC
From Roger Mitchell

On November 9th and 10th pilots and their support members came from Interstate and Victoria to compete at in the SAM Old
Timers Event at the Cohuna field.
The weather was sunny but the wind was very strong, blowing at a minimum 40 kms per hour for two days and the wind was far too
strong for our planes the event was a total BLOWOUT.

HOWEVER
Cohuna was host to the Society of Antique Modellers on the 14 th and 15th of September with the magpies at their best attacking
planes as they came in to land
In the ½ Texaco event Max Heap was bringing his plane to land when a magpie attacked Max’s plane on the tailplane and forced his
plane into a vertical dive and crashed into the ground,
Max, a Carlton supporter, made the comment that Collingwood was not happy that their coach had moved to Carlton.
Who said the magpies haven’t any brains?
By the heavy weight.

Completely Finished
No dictionary has been able to adequately explain the difference between COMPLETE and FINISHED. However, in a recent linguistic conference held in London, England, and attended by some of the best linguists in the world, Samsundar Balgobin, a Guyanese, was the clear winner.
His final challenge was this: "Some say there is no difference between COMPLETE and FINISHED. Please explain the difference
between COMPLETE and FINISHED in a way that is easy to understand."
Here is his astute answer: "When you marry the right woman, you are COMPLETE. When you marry the wrong woman, you are
FINISHED. And if the right one catches you with the wrong one, you are COMPLETELY FINISHED!"
His answer was received with a standing ovation lasting over 5 minutes.

Removing old silk and tissue

From Alfredo Herbon. aherbon@coopenet.com.ar
A long time ago, from someone of SCAT boys ( Southern California Aero Team ), I learnt the following method to remove old silk,
tissue, etc. from model frame. First of all you must know what type of adhesive you used to apply the cover to frame. I always
use nitrate dope and this method works great.
As first step you must wrap the entire piece ( fuselage, wing, tail, etc. ) with toilette paper. You must generously overlap the
structure with the paper. As second step you needs a large plastic trash bag. Now pour abundant nitrate dope thinner over the
entire toilette paper wrap till soak well and quickly put the frame into plastic bag. Fold the plastic bag over itself around the
structure trying to avoid thinner evaporation. Let the piece stay several hours in a dark place.
Now begins the most important step. Go out, seat in your preferable chair and begin to remove the silk or tissue. Take out from
the plastic bag just a short portion of frame and begin to remove toilette paper and covering from model frame. Take it easy
maintaining the rest of frame into the bag as you progress in the removing to avoid evaporation. The covering is removed cleanly
from the frame and usually you finished the work with a frame that looks as a brand new one.
I use the same method to remove wear out sandpaper glued with contact cement to extruded aluminum sanding blocks. Obviously,
I use the appropriate solvent.
Thermals !
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Why not try Electric 1/2A Texaco?
Laurie Baldwin

Here’s the challenge. Be brave and convert one of your 1/2A models to electric. I’ll try to explain how - but I’m finding that’s a
bit hard. How to keep it simple, and not too technical, when there’s so much to say? Maybe I’ll do this in two chunks?
Why Electric?
You won’t have to start a Cox motor.
You won’t have to fly so high that you’re straining your eyes or risking losing your model because you can stop and start the
motor when you want.
You won’t have to clean up afterwards.
You’ll be better informed to talk about electric old timers.
You might enjoy it.
What to fly.
My starting place in 1/2A was to build a Dallaire Sportster, because it looked pretty. It wasn’t particularly competitive so I
adopted my alternate approach. Cheat. Why re-invent the wheel? Stardust Specials seem to win IC contests, so I built one of
them. However, here’s a list of what is currently competing in electric competitions that I know about:
Lanzo Airborn
Buzzard Bombshell
Dallaire Sportster
Kerswap
Lanzo Bomber (50%)
Lanzo RC1 (50%)
Playboy Senior
Spearhead Jr
Stardust Special
From this list it’s a fair bet that any 1/2A
model you might be flying, or have on the
shelf, is a good candidate for conversion, but
there is a wrinkle. Because Cox didn’t make
an electric motor, there are no equivalent
constraints on engine make and size. Instead
there is a limit on wing area, and it’s
450sq.inches. However, you might find Electric CDs could be tolerant if you want to fly
a converted model and the size is close. So
don’t abandon the conversion idea yet.
Fuel
In the same way that there is a fuel limit of
5cc for IC, LiPo battery size is fixed. 2S
460mAh is by far the more popular option
but 3S 310mAh is also allowed. I use a
Turnigy, Nano-Tech, 460mAh, 2S, 25~40C,
LiPo. Some makers supply this size LiPo with
a JST connector but I changed to Deans or
XT60, to maintain compatibility with my existing gear. There are other battery brands
around that give good results too. The
choice is yours. However, 460mAh is mandatory for a 2S pack. ‘C’ rating is a factor that
relates to our maximum safe operating currents. For 1/2A, ‘25C’ is a minimum. Higher
ratings usually cost a bit more but are a matter of personal choice. My batteries cost
about $5 each and are theoretically good for
about 200 flights. I have enough batteries
to avoid recharging between rounds.
ESC
For throttle control we need an
(Electronic Speed Control), with

ESC
BEC

Above: Dallaire Sportster - Pretty is nice too
Below: Bits - Typical components for E-1/2A conversion
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(Battery Eliminator Circuit.) to power the model’s receiver. We don’t use a receiver pack. Experience shows we need to handle
around 10 amps but want a margin of safety on top of that. I use a Turnigy Plush 12 or 18amp Speed Controller (~$13), and have a
Programming card (less than $10) to simplify set up for all my ESCs. Something around 12-20 amps should be more than adequate
and there’s not much in the way of weight or cost penalty around that size.
Motor
Here’s where it gets a bit tricky, because there’s so much choice. I use direct drive out-runners because most people do too.
Size, torque, cost, availability all add up. Some flyers like in-runners with gearbox drives but that’s not so common and it’s outside my field of expertise. So I’ll stick to what I know.
For my Stardust I picked a Hyperion Z2213-21, because I already had one, and it worked. My motor was a little heavier than
some others, but I don’t need lead to get C of G right. May as well carry the weight in a way that it’s useful.
Instead of looking at a lot of formula and various calculations, I’ve resorted to my alternate strategy and had a look at what some
other electric flyers are using. I took five common choices and listed the key parameters in a table. From it you can see that
specs are very similar. While the numbers vary a little, they give a good indication of the ballpark we want to be in and serve as a
guide in picking something that’s close.

Make

Hyperion

Rimfire

Turnigy

Turnigy

EFlite

Model

Z2213-21

2826-1000

2830-1020

L2210C

Park 370

Weight (grams)

53

41

58

48

45

Diameter (mm)

28

28

28

28

28

Length (mm)

42

27

32

25

25

Max Current (amps)

18

12

18

16

15

1025

1000

1020

1200

1360

kv (rpm/Volt)

Weight – if it’s too light it’s unlikely to handle the power we want.
Diameter – if it’s too big it probably won’t fit inside a 1/2A model. If it’s too small it may struggle in the climb.
Max Current - if it’s too low the model won’t fly. Anything below 10amps could be marginal and likely to burn out under load.
Over 30amps is probably a waste.
Kv – it’s like a rev limiter. It sets maximum prop rpm and influences prop size. Experience says 1000-1200 is a good range for
1/2A.
Motor cost is quite variable but shouldn’t break the budget. On-line prices vary from about $75 down to around $20.
Propeller
Again, experience shows that 8’ or 9” diameter, and 4” to 6” pitch work well. 9x4.7 slow fly is very popular. I’m using an imitation
APC E 8x4. Prop choice is an aspect that lends itself to experimenting. Props are cheap ($~5) so try a few and see what suits
you best.
To be Continued?
I know I haven’t included anything
about battery chargers or technical information about the electric
side but there is a good website
run by the AEFA:

www.aefanet.com

It has a stack of detail (and I have
a bit to do with it too). Look in the
‘Best Practice’ and ‘Glossary’ sections.
With the Editors permission, next
time I’ll continue and write about
flying an electric 1/2A Texaco
event and some of the differences
I’ve noticed (and like).

(permission granted - editor)

I should also have some nifty
graphs to explain too. If there is
anything in particular you want
more about, let me know and I’ll try
to help.

Stardust Special nose - Squeezy (but clean)
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Carbonfibre in Wing Construction
Author unknown.

“From an aeronautical engineer who spent 15 years in wind tunnel testing attempting to get good structural data for design engineers, the following may be of help.
A wing in simple static bending (upload at the tip) sees maximum compression on the top surface and maximum tension on the bottom surface. Between the top surface and the bottom, these forces decrease to zero and then reverse themselves somewhere in
the center. Exactly where is determined mostly by the airfoil. Therefore, any lumber or carbon or glue at this center point is,
with one exception, merely weight. The exception is that something must hold the top surface at the proper distance from the
bottom surface or the wing will wrinkle and deform. In full scale stuff, aluminum is generally used for ribs to do this job, but
aluminum has no grain. The balsa ribs we use in our stuff are prone to split with the grain under load and are therefore only partially effective.
So far, things are pretty straightforward, but now it gets a bit more complicated. The best (strength-v-weight) spar placement
then, is at the surfaces with vertical grain webs running span-wise to hold them in place. But that is not the way the old model
designers ever did it and to keep within the SAM rules of today requires some massaging (or ignoring) of the rule that states
"beef up the built-ups" if we want to run today’s "antique" engines at high RPM/high power.
The question of where to put carbon fibre depends mostly on what type of spars and their placement one uses in order to stay
within the intent of the rules. To merely add carbon to a typical spar will, of course, help in strength somewhat, but it may also
add enough weight to offset any gain in strength. If the rules allow a hollow box spar, (I'm not sure they do), the best box for,
say, an 8 inch chord wing would be probably be 1½ to 2 inches at the surface (top & bottom) by 1/8 inch thick with a 1/16 inch
vertical grain web front and rear. The center of the spar width should be at about the 25% chord. The top surface of the airfoil
will remove some wood both front and rear, but with moderately thin airfoils (8% or less) that is not a concern with 1/8 in. thickness wood.
Now we can talk about using carbon. My many crashes (in AMA and Nostalgia free flight) have shown that a wing built with these
spar characteristics does not need any carbon reinforcement. If, however, one uses tapered box spars to effectively counter the
increased stress at the root and wings are still snapping or fluttering with maneuvers in RC, the easiest and best method is to go
to a thicker sheet or a wider box at the root with more taper.
Adding carbon to the typical 1/4 x 1/2 or 1/4 x 3/4 spar oriented vertically with most of the lumber internally is like washing
your car in the rain. It's just not effective, and with the epoxy necessary to stick it fast to the balsa, it may just add more
weight without much additional strength. In any case, the carbon must be at the surface. And since the top surface sees compression with positive G's and balsa is better in tension, the carbon belongs on the top surface. If one contemplates negative G's,
one should reverse that location. Adding carbon with a vertical orientation to the webs (or spars) is not effective for two reasons. One, since the center has little or no stress, the added carbon is only extra weight; secondly it's much easier to just increase the thickness of the web or the spar. And "too stiff" is not at all a factor in these decisions unless the intent is to crash.
One cannot have a wing that is too stiff for flight, but stiffness upon crashing is another matter entirely and a subject for another discussion.”
Now… Let's hear it from the engineers...
There seems to be several theories on the proper location/placement for carbon fibre reinforcement on the wing spars.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Top surface of spar only
Bottom of spar only
Top and bottom surface of spar
All four surfaces (boxed in)...most said this is too stiff...not good

Let's hear the feedback and ideas.....

Making Gaskets.

From Dale wdhannum@kiva.net

Model Airplane News, Feb. 2001, has an article on making high-temperature gaskets using
RTV.
Here is what you need: Wax paper, Coffee filter paper, Permatex Hi-Temp Silicon, plastic
squeegee, roller (wooden dowel), and piece of plate glass.
Here is what you do: Place wax paper on the glass. Squeegee thin film of RTV on both
sides of coffee filter and place on wax paper. Cover with another piece of wax paper and
use roller to roll it smoth (this forces the RTV into the filter). After it cures remove the
wax paper and cut to shape. For thicker gasket use two layers of coffee filter.
Safe to use on gas or glow engines for crankcase backplates, mufflers and carburetors.
These gaskets are supposed to last a long time and be very strong.

The truth revealed ?
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Purple Glue Sticks

From David H. Charleston, SC
Thanks to all in the past on this forum who have mentioned the use of the permanent, purple glue sticks (I got mine at Staples)
for attaching covering. Not only have I used the glue sticks on tissue covering, but I have now successfully tested purple glue
sticks as the only adhesive (instead of dope) to attach polyspan light to the wing of a tomboy and the wing and stab for a 1/2a
Zeek that are slowly moving toward completion.
The technique I am using could not be simpler. I simply run the glue stick over the surface to be covered, then let it get tacky,
after which I lay the covering down. While the adhesive is still sticky, I can pull out almost al of the wrinkles before I use the tip
of the covering iron to attach the covering. This stuff responds to heat like gangbusters. It seems to melt and penetrate the
fabric. I mean it locked the polyspan to the framework solidly. It also really did a great job around the overlapping edges. When
I had finished the job, the polyspan and the framework were one.
I have now discovered that the purple glue stick also works wonders as a supplemental aid for attaching monokote, which of
course is supposed to have its own heat activated adhesive. I have personally not been happy in recent years with the adhesive
qualities of current production monokote, meaning the stuff sold by Great Planes/Hobbico under the old Top Flite trade name,
because in addition to the age old problem of wrinkling up with temperature changes, it tends to come unstuck, especially around
the edges. (I am actually trying to get away from the use of all shiny plastic coverings for good, but I gotta lot of half full rolls
of the stuff, and I feel kinda obligated to use it up on something rather than just tossing it out.)
Now, in the past I have tried using balsarite as a supplemental covering adhesive around the edges and areas where fuel tended to
get up under the covering and loosen things up, but I have mostly given up on the stuff because balsarite sometimes turns things
a funny brownish colour, and I can't really use it in the house 'cause of the fumes. Plus, balsarite dissolves the colour and tends
to leave it permanently attached to the wood when you have to pull the covering up for repair/replacement.
So just on a whim I thought I would try using the purple glue stick to keep monokote stuck down. I needed a "tester."
What to use it on? What to use it on? I decided to sacrifice a Super Sniffer to plastic covering just to get it done... So, I lightly
coated the wing, one panel at a time, of the Holman/O'Reilly Super Sniffer with the purple glue stick in preparation for covering
with transparent monokote. I cut the pieces to shape and again laid them in place while the glue was still tacky. Voila and
Eureka!!! To my delight, the slippery monokote stuck in place just like the polyspan had even before the application of the first
degree of heat. I was able to pull out almost all of the wrinkles before I touched the iron down for attachment. I especially
liked it around the curvy wing tips. When I put the heat to it, it stuck and stuck good.
Time will tell of course, but I am real happy so far with the results I'm getting.
So, thanks again, and credit where credit is due, to all of you who have made past mention of the use of the purple glue sticks.
Now I gotta get back to my electric trains, 'cause it's that time of year.

Old Timers Bar
Four old retired guys are walking down a street in
Lorne, Victoria. They turned a corner and see a sign
that says, 'Old Timers Bar - all drinks 10 cents’. They
look at each other, and then go in, thinking this is too
good to be true. The old bartender says in a voice that
carries across the room, 'Come on in and let me pour
one for you! What'll it be, Gentlemen?'
There seemed to be a fully-stocked bar, so each of the
men asks for a martini. In short order, the bartender
serves up four iced martinis....shaken, not stirred, and
says, 'That'll be 10 cents each, please.'
The four men stare at the bartender for a moment.
Then look at each other...they can't believe their good luck. They pay the 40 cents, finish their martinis, and order another
round. Again, four excellent martinis are produced with the bartender again saying, 'That's 40 cents, please.' They pay the 40
cents, but their curiosity is more than they can stand.
They have each had two martinis and so far they've spent less than a dollar. Finally one of the men says, 'How can you afford to
serve martinis as good as these for a 10 cents each?' 'I'm a retired tailor from Melbourne,' the bartender said, 'and I always
wanted to own a bar. Last year I hit the Tats Lottery for $25 million and decided to open this place. Every drink costs ten cents
- wine, liquor, beer, it's all the same.'
Wow!!!! That's quite a story,' says one of the men. The four of them sipped at their martinis and couldn't help but notice seven
other people at the end of the bar who didn't have drinks in front of them, and hadn't ordered anything the whole time they
were there. One man gestures at the seven at the end of the bar without drinks and asks the bartender, 'What's with them?'
The bartender says, 'Oh, they're all retired old farts from the caravan park waiting for happy hour when drinks are half price.'
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Interesting Old Glider Plans.
From Lincoln

I put together this collection of links to interesting old glider plans
for a friend who sometimes builds old designs. For instance, he built
a Sinbad, and a German glider from the '70's that I forget the name
of.

1942

Anyway, I thought some of the people on this list would enjoy it too.
Especially those of you who can read French, Slovak, Czech, or Italian, or at least have a lot of patience and don't mind guessing.

Kondor 1942

http://gprc.free.fr/construire/cb28/cb28.htm

You may have to download and save before you can view the plans.
(two buttons that say "Click", just over halfway down.)
pics of above:

http://gprc.free.fr/construire/cb28/cb28-oh/cb28-oh.htm
Article:

http://www.retroplane.net/forum/files/cb28_mra_189.pdf
-----------Lots of great stuff here:

http://claudel.dopp.free.fr/Les_plan...e_antiques.php
Check out the AS25, the 1953 Kavka, the Uranio and the Zehrovice
II. Might be easier to look through the pictures here:

http://claudel.dopp.free.fr/Les_plan...tm#liste_plans
------------

Pinguin 1941

http://www.sam78.cz/apr_list/samlist...=1&orderby=rok

Good stuff, including some of the plans missing in the previous list.
-------------

http://www.riviste-di-aeromodellismo...x_eng_bis.html

Not a lot of detail on most of these, but interesting. I like the GF20.
Check out the Treviso, it looks like the Shuttle (notoriously weird
looking rc sailplane from some years back)
-------------

http://www.sam119.sk/index.php?optio...d=17&Itemid=19
Some good stuff including:

http://www.sam119.sk/images/sam119/d...amod/kavka.pdf
http://www.sam119.sk/images/sam119/d...mod/sokol1.pdf
a few more from same site:

http://www.sam119.sk/index.php?optio...rove&Itemid=27

Strolch 1937

-------------

http://clap54b.free.fr/vollibre/musee/musee.htm

Stini 1 1948

Don't delete this just because it looks weird. Believe it or not, you can read it.

I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg. The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid Aoccdrnig to
rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht order the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht
the first and last ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can still raed it wouthit a porbelm. This is
bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig, huh?
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Care and feeding of Balsa
From Gene Wallock.

Velinak@aol.com

One of the misconceptions about Balsa is that it's a uniformly dense material. Any density chart is very useful but we should realize that we're talking average density. The density may vary from side to side and end to end, therefore average density is but
one of the considerations.
Wind checking, especially in 4-6 pound stock, renders the wood to non-structural uses only. The wind checks are actually compression breaks that occur, while the tree is growing, due to flexing in the wind. They're easy to spot if you hold the sheet at an
angle to a light. They appear as "Spider Webs" running across the sheet. I remember going into a Hobby Shop and the owner was
proudly telling me about his load of light wood he'd just gotten in. I took one look and told him to send it back, it was all wind
checked. I showed him how to spot it and the final proof was when he gently pulled the sheet between his thumb and first two
fingers. The sheet gave at every check point.
After you've eliminated Wind Checked wood, hold the sheets up to the light (fluorescent works best) and see how the color density looks. Most sheets have a denser area that shows up darker. This creates a stiff area in the sheet that really raises cane
with a rolled fuselage or planked leading edge.
Stick stock is easy to grade if you gently pull the wood through between your thumb and first two fingers. I've found sticks that
were bullet proof on one end and pulp on the other.
Always match your longeron wood so that similar grain is on the outside of the fuselage. It doesn't matter if it's on the inside as
long as the bent longerons are equal and opposite both top and bottom. This is how you minimize bowed fuselages.
If you have a stash of wood that's dried out and you use CA, wipe down the wood with a damp cloth 24 hours before you start
building. This wipes off dust and puts a little moisture back in the wood to help the CA go off.
Thermals,
Gene Wallock

Speaking of X-Acto knives
...Speaking of X-Acto knives reminds me! Many model construction articles recommend, "use a new X-Acto blade...". But I haven't
bought any new X-Acto blades in 20 years!
That's because around 1980 I invested in a "diamond stone" knife-sharpening tool. It's a steel plate about 2" X 6" with diamond
dust imbedded into the top surface. I keep it handy on my workbench at all times. The instant that I can feel a knife blade getting "draggy", I hone it back to scalpel sharpness again.
My "diamond stone" cost around $35 mail-order, from one of the tool specialty dealers -- Leichtung if my memory's accurate.
But I have seen smaller, but similar "diamond stones" at Wal Mart recently -- selling at around $7.00!
If anyone has doubts about his ability to use one of these tools to keep his knife blades keen, send in a query and I will explain
the use of a "diamond stone". Incidentally, this is used dry; no lubricant is needed to prevent "loading" of the surface. [JW]
It was the accepted practice in Babylon 4,000 years ago that for a month after the wedding, the bride's father would supply his
son-in-law with all the mead he could drink.
Mead is a honey beer and because their calendar was lunar based, this period was called the honey month, which we know today as
the honeymoon.

Model Draughting Services
Dave Brown, 2 Cary Ave., Wallerawang. NSW. 2845.
Phone: 02 6355 7298 Mobile: 0402 868 568 Fax: By arrangement
Email: daveb@ix.net.au
 Complete laser cutting service from your plans or ours. We can cut balsa, acrylics, plywood, paper and cardboard.
 We specialise in providing partial kits of ribs, formers, ply doublers for all model aircraft.
We need: 1) Your plan.
2) Computer drawings.
Simply send computer drawing file in DXF, DWG or DGN format by email, floppy disk, cdrom or usb stick with a list of parts
you need.

Plans Service:
 I can copy or scale up and down your documents by 400% in one pass.
 I can take your magazine plan, which is no longer commercially available, and print it full size.
For a full list of available Old Timer and other plans,
Please contact me at the above addresses.
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A full size PDF Plan is available from: http://www.outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?
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Bits and Pieces.
I've never built an A version of the Playboy but have built many, many original sized class C versions. I've found the ideal set-up
to be 1¼ to 1½ degrees positive in the wing and a CG of roughly 65% - Stab at 0-0 degrees - This set-up has always provided the
greatest altitude and a great floating glide with the lowest sink rate - The power pattern and the glide are both "hands off" have fun ……. Hank Baer <SparkerV2@aol.com>
* * * * * * * * * * * *
Hi Ed - I'm sorry, but I have to disagree with the notion that the castor oil has a role of "carrying off heat". The heat will be
carried out the exhaust with the hot gases, whatever their composition. No carrier is needed. What the oil does is reduce the
flame temperature by diluting the mixture of air and fuel. The heat of combustion must also raise the temperature of the inert
oil, and this reduces the flame temperature. The end effect is the same, but the way it happens is quite different. This idea of
the oil being necessary to carry away heat is common, regularly repeated in the model magazines, where I have seen it many times
and probably so have you. I accepted the notion for quite a while, then memories from my chemical engineering undergrad
courses kicked in. It is my life's task to continue knocking the idea on the head. Best regards,
Ian McQueen
<imcqueen@nbnet.nb.ca>
* * * * * * * * * * * *
Well someone weighed in with a question from Texas; and someone weighed in with vapours and horror at the idea from the UK.
Let's cut the emotions and figure out what's going on. Yes, "any competent FF guy" can set the mechanical DT or cut the fuse DT
to a length which should land the model within the limits of the field.
But, Murphy's Law says that things that can go wrong will go wrong. Mechanical DT and fuel timers sometimes hang up. I've seen
fuse DT systems fail to burn through the DT band. People launch models in the heat of the moment without getting the mechanical timer started (that's called an overrun). I've seen some medium competent FF flyers (me) have all of those things happen to
them; I've also seen it happen to some of the world's best FF flyers (witness an overrun by a Comet Clipper at Claremore).
Northrop’s idea was to have an RC DT solely for the purpose of aborting a flight that was going off the field, or getting in trouble. He did not intend to have rudder or elevator control - he simply wanted to be able to pop the DT on command if things got
difficult. As a result he would never have even turned the transmitter on unless he had to. Admittedly there is a point; if there
was an active RC contest going on within range of the FF field, you might have unwanted DT pops as somebody on the same channel was playing with his RC ship. However, at a FF site, transmitters would rarely be turned on, and I don't see a whole lot of frequency conflict issues.
One of the things a FF modeler does when trimming out a new ship is to use a "quick DT" feature on his mechanical timer. The
first few flights are made using very short motor runs, with a timer rigged to pop the DT a second or two after motor shut off.
The idea is that if a poorly trimmed ship gets in trouble close to the ground, a quick pop up DT will slow things down dramatically
and save the model. As the trimming process progresses, and you go to longer and longer motor runs at full power, you keep the
quick DT. Once you have established a safe, full motor run, full power climb, you simply don't connect the quick DT. From there,
you go on to work on the trim for the glide phase of the flight. Use of a radio command quick DT would fit well with each of
these trimming effort phases.
Even if Bill Northrop's idea was or is a good one, the reality of it all is that we proud Luddites in FF have not flocked to adopt
Northrop's idea which he proposed 23 years ago - the only RC DT’ed FF ship I've ever seen was Northrop's Starduster built
about 1980. Mike Myers <MJMyersGln@aol.com>
* * * * * * * * * * * *
I've never built a guff but will say this -I NEVER have any more than 1¼ to 1½ degrees of decalege in any model I build -That
with a very rearward CG (by flight testing) and you will eliminate the need for downthrust--As you approach the limits of this, the
model will bunt under power as the engine unloads in flight - Bring the CG forward a small amount and you're there--In extreme
cases of very high power to weight ratio, such as a well tuned McCoy 60 in a standard Playboy, I have had to add 1/2 degree of
downthrust - However I don't have to add any down trim at all on the climbout and no trim in the glide either - I strive for a
"hands off" model and use the rudder for turning only - That's my two cents worth for today …..
Hank Baer Hank Baer <SparkerV2@aol.com>
* * * * * * * * * * * *
On a flight to New York the flight attendant said to a lady sitting in first class, “Ma’am, I’m afraid you’ll have to sit in the back
since you have a tourist ticket.” The lady responded, “Listen, I’m a beautiful blonde, I’m going to New York, and I’m sitting in
first class.”
The two argued for awhile but finally the flight attendant went and got the first officer - who came and said, “Ma’am, I’m afraid
you’ll have to move to the tourist section since you have a tourist ticket.” to which she replied, “Listen, I’m a beautiful blonde, I’m
going to New York, and I’m sitting in first class.” After they argued for a while the first officer gave up and went to get the Captain who said, “I’ll handle this. I’m married to a beautiful blonde.”
So the Captain went right up to her, whispered in her ear, after which she got right up and moved to the tourist section. Both
the flight attendant and first officer were shocked and asked the Captain - “We don’t get it sir. What did you say to make her
move back to tourist?” To which the Captain said, “Oh that was easy, I just told her that first class wasn’t going to New York!”
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The Fuelproofer they use in Heaven
From Alan Wooding

Before he moved to Adelaide Peter Leaney put me onto the best fuel-proofer ever discovered.
Just look at the list of desirable features it offers!
·

It’s water based, so you wash the brush out under the tap.

·

Absolutely fuel-proof against nitromethane, methanol, petrol, etc. You can use it in your engine bay.

·

It’s made to be brushed on and give a perfect result, no brush-marks whatsoever.

·

Dries in less than 1 hour - although I like to leave mine for a couple of days before use, just in case.

·

The finish is halfway between matt and gloss so it resembles a clear doped finish, ideal for the right look on our models.

·

Very economical compared to anything in a model shop.

·

It adds very little weight. I’ve used it on a tiny tissue covered model powered
by a Mills .75 diesel.

·

Non toxic, and very little smell, although it does pay to wear plastic or rubber
gloves because the stuff adheres very well to skin and takes a couple of days to
come off.

Interested? It’s called Durobond and believe it or not it’s made for sealing concrete
driveways to prevent oil staining, etc.
I’ve used it on my Bomber and Lanzo Stick, and will use it on an upcoming Playboy. The
stuff comes in a paint can, along with a tiny bottle of catalyst. Mix per instructions and start brushing it on, using a very small
brush-load.
Surprise! You’ll find the more you brush it out, and out, and out, the further it goes. I’ve used it on doped silk, tissue and on
Polyspan. Lovely. A great Aussie product.
There are only a couple of disadvantages: The unmixed material has a pot life of six months, so only buy half a litre at a time.
Or buy a litre and an extra catalyst, and share with a friend.
Manufacturer:

Durobond Northern Paints & Lacquers
65 Old Pittwater Road,
Brookvale, NSW 2100.
Telephone (02) 9905 0811.
http://www.durobond.com.au
Product Catalogue: http://www.durobond.com.au/durobond_products.pdf

Model Colour Schemes.
From John A Sullivan

sullivan.johna@epamail.epa.gov

Jim, with respect to your quest for the perfect color combo, quite some time ago, about the time 1/2A Texaco became a part of my life, I started doing some color analysis, and actual flight testing. After all the testing etc. I use
a scheme that works for me.
The color scheme must be optimized for all sky conditions, I use white silk for the inboard panels, black at the bottom of the tip and orange at the top of the tip, black silk for the bottom of the stab, and also black on the bottom
of the fuse. The top of the stab. and fuse is orange silk.
I feel the worst sky condition is the crystal clear blue, and the translucent white silk glows like a neon bulb. In
cloudy conditions the black helps, the transparent Oracover seems to do well also.
As you know silk does not travel well. Wish you well on your quest.

John A Sullivan

YOU KNOW YOU ARE LIVING IN 2013 when ….

 Your reason for not staying in touch with friends and family is that they don't have e-mail addresses.
 You pull up in your own driveway and use your mobile phone to see if anyone is home to help you carry in the groceries.
 Every commercial on television has a web site at the bottom of the screen.
 Leaving the house without your mobile phone, which you didn't even have the first 20 or 30 (or 60) years of your life, is now a
cause for panic and you turn around to go and get it.

 You get up in the morning and go on line before getting your coffee.
 You have a list of 15 phone numbers to reach your family of three.
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The Zipper Theory.
From Hal.

AMA 1520

Dick Obarski was a resident here with us for many years until he passed on some time ago. He was a flying buddy of
Goldberg so they shared ideas as buddies will? Previous to this radical free flight change all FF’s were either cabin
or shoulder wing style, the Zipper concept changed all that. With the cabin etc. styles there was a marked tendency
to screw in to the left, under power they were a one speed craft so to speak. If enough power was used to get a
rapid climb it was difficult to keep from crashing before one got the left tendency compensated for. Dick conceived
a solution for that.
In short, the propeller creates a slipstream and as a result of the rotation this slipstream is initially rotating in a
cork screw fashion to the right. Thus there is a right force available just aft of the propeller. The concept was to
use this force to counter the left force that was not counteracted with previous designs. (engine thrust adjustments and/or rudder were used previously). Because of the spiral air stream the force was initially more or less
sidewise. If a flat plate was erected fore and aft this force would tend to push to the right. If the flat area was
above the thrust line the reaction would be a tendency to roll to the right. The flat plate would also tend to
"splatter" the slipstream and its force. Send some rearward and some upwards.
Dick added a flat plate in the form of a pylon above the thrust line and placed the wing on top of that. With that
the air stream force affected the pylon and in the process the splatter effected the bottom of the wing. The reaction to that was a tendency to roll to the right which effectively counteracted the left roll tendency that had been
the problem.
Zippers were and are best when they have excessive power. The power produces a vertical climb and the pylon reaction produces a right hand roll. Result is a vertical corkscrew which proved just great. Behind every change, improvement much goes on? Hope the info is of interest and helps! Good luck!
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Contest
Calendar
2014

SAM 600 Australia
Victorian Old Timers Association Inc.
10 Cunningham Drive
Endeavour Hills
Vic 3802

Contests commence at 10 am, unless otherwise stated.
The New MAAA 2013/2014 Rules apply.
The CD for all SAM600 events will be nominated on the day of the event.
General meeting Haddon 9am 16th March / AGM meeting Cohuna 9am 14th September, 2014

2014 All 1/2A, Duration & Texaco events will also be electric
January 26th

Roy Robinson Trophy, P & DARCS Cardinia
Sunday: Texaco, Duration.

February 16th

Bendigo

March 15th — 16th

Haddon Ballarat
Saturday 1/2ATexaco, Burford / Electric Coota & Duration
Sunday
9am General Meeting -----10am Texaco, 38Antique & climb & glide

April 17th — 21st

EASTER CANOWINDRA, AUSTRALIAN SAM CHAMPS hosted by SAM1788

NOTE - Due to the majority of contestants wanting a 1 day comp here these
events will be 3 rounds, 2 to count
SUNDAY 1/2A Texaco, Duration, Climb & Glide ,Texaco

May 3 — 4

Monarto S.A.
Victoria – South Australian combined State Champs
Saturday
1/2A Texaco, Burford & Texaco
Sunday
Duration & 38 Antique

May 17th — 18th

Cohuna
SATURDAY 1/2A Texaco, Burford /Electric Coota, Duration,
SUNDAY
Texaco, Climb & Glide & 38 Antique.

rd

th

Cohuna
September 13th — 14th Saturday 1/2A Texaco, Burford / Electric Coota & Duration
Sunday 9am AGM Meeting---10am Texaco, Climb & Glide & 38 Antique

October 4th — 5th

Wangaratta
Eastern States Gas Champs. Run by SAM1788

November 8th — 9th

Cohuna
Saturday
Sunday

November 30th

1/2A Texaco, Burford / Electric Coota & Duration
Texaco, 38 Antique & Climb & Glide

Haddon , Ballarat
Sunday
Duration, Texaco, 38 Antique & Climb & Glide

In English pubs, ale is ordered by pints and quarts.... So in old England, when customers got unruly, the bartender
would yell at them 'Mind your pints and quarts, and settle down. It's where we get the phrase: 'mind your Ps and Qs'

